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Abstract. Computational convenience in the decomposition method can be enhanced by de- 
composition also of system input and system operators, as well as the solution process, to 
achieve simple-to-integrate series for linear or nonlinear differential equations. 
The decomposition method (of Adomian [l-3]) h as now received considerable attention 
including a recent study of convergence [4] and will be assumed as known for the purpose of 
this paper. Here we will consider linear and nonlinear differential equations (the procedure 
applies similarly to partial differential equations). 
Consider the linear differential equation in Adomian’s form in [l-3] Lu + Ru = g where 
L = d*/dx*, g = g(x), and initial conditions are given. R = R(t). We suppose R = 
/a (x)(dldx) + PO(~). 
Suppose instead of the usual decomposition of u alone, we also decompose u, g, and R. 
Thus 
cm 
u= c urn, R = 2 E,,(x), 9 = 2 sm(x) 
m=O m=O m=O 
We have 
u = co + clx + L-‘g - L-‘Ru 
Let 
uo = Cl-J + crx + L-‘g 
Then co 
c u, = uc - L-‘R 2 u, 
m=O m=O 
We can choose a new uc = Cr’_o ~0,~ = cc + clx + L-’ Cz=, gm(x) where g(x) is decom- 
posed in a way which is convenient - a power series, Fourier series, etc. - the idea being 
to achieve a simpler integration than for L-‘g. Now 
a, 
21, = c U m,n = -L-‘Rg u,,,_~,,, 
n=O n=O 
2 Eum., = 2uo.n - L-‘R 2 Fu,,, 
m=O n=O n=O m=O n=O 
where the C,“=. uo,n are known. VVe can also include the decompostion of R. Thus, 
R = 5 Rn(x) = F{/+(x)(dldx)(*) + PO,,(x)} 
n=O n=O 
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Now 
00 
c %%,n = 
n=O 
-L-lnCo R, 2 %l-1,n 
?I=0 
We observe that 
(&) (&-) = C&m-1,.-U 
Substituting 
Q) 
c Urn3n = 
n=O n=O v=o 
43 
c uo,n = {co + Cl1 + L-l e h(Z)) 
?a=0 n=O 
This “multiple decompostion” may be useful when integrations would otherwise be difficult. 
Now consider the nonlinear (initial-value) equation 
Lu-i-Nu=g 
with L = d2/dx2, g = g(x), Nu = a(x)f(u). (Tl lis could be further generalized for 
Nu = a(x)f(u,du/dx) which we can write Nu = af(u,v) and expand in dual (Adornian) 
polynomials &(u,zI) (51 or as in [1,2]). 
By decomposition u = Czzo urn = CEzo c,“=. ‘u~,~ 
4~) = c in, f(u) = c Am 
n=O m=O 
Operating with L” on our nonlinear equation solved for Lu, we have 
L-‘Lu = L-‘g - L-‘Nu 
00 00 
c u, = co + qx + L-‘g - L-la c A,,, 
m=O m=O 
uo = CO + Cl2 + L-‘g 
ca bo 
c UO,n =cofcl++P~g&) 
n=O n=O 
For m 2 1 
um = -L-%(E)A,,,_~ 
60 60 00 _~ 
c wrI,n = -L-l c a,(x) c Am-1,n 
n=O la=0 n=O 
We observe that 
c an c Am-l,n = x x avAn-l,n-v 
n=O n=O n=O tJ=o 
Substituting 
c ‘%n,n = -L-l c c w-L,-I,,,-v 
n=O n=O v=o 
Extension to partial differential equations is straightforward using methods discussed in 
P,gJ]. 
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